A sequence (Mi) of closed subspaces of a Banach space E is called a Schauder decomposition of [Mi] , the smallest subspace containing UMi, if every element u of [Mi] has a unique, norm convergent expansion w= X) w *» where u^Mi for i = l, 2, • • • . It is well known (see, e.g. [2] ) that any sequence (Ui)QE with O^^E-Mi for i = l, 2, • • • is basic (i.e., a basis for its closed linear span). The converse of this statement is not true, but we do derive the following theorem, and mention several corollaries.
THEOREM. Let (Mi) be a sequence of closed subspace of the Banach space E such that each sequence (ui)QE with O^Ui^Mi is basic. Then there exists an integer N such that (Mi\ i^N) is a Schauder decomposition of [Mi\i^N].
To simplify the proof of the theorem, we use the following characterization of Schauder decompositions due to Grinblyum [3] . Let Z7 = (ui) be a sequence with O^u^Mi, and set U n = (ui\ i*zn).
be the smallest constant such that H^CLn^tJI £K\\ YUn ÖWIJI holds for all K^K(U n ), all (a t ) and integers p, q.
LEMMA. Let (Mi) be a sequence of closed subspaces of E such that each U= (ui) with OséUiÇzMi is basic. Then there exists an integer N and a constant K^l such that every sequence U as above has K( UN) S K.
PROOF. If K and N do not exist, then for each integer n and each ikf^l, there exists a U with K(U n )>M (noting K(U n +i) ^K(£/»)). Choose Z7 (1) so that K(U (1) With these bounds, the sequence [/defined by Ui -u\ j) if qj-i<iSqj is not basic, which is a contradiction proving the lemma.
The theorem follows immediately from the lemma and the Grinblyum criterion.
To see that N is in general greater than 1, let £ be separable, (#,-) a basic sequence in E such that codim [xi] = <*> and JSi a closed subspace of E which is a quasicomplement but not a complement of [ The proof of the proposition is a routine exercise. PROBLEM. Does the previous result hold with the weaker assumption dim Mi<*>?
